Pitch

Federico Veiroj (The Apostate) delivers a quirky period thriller set in Uruguay, ripe with mystery, love and
deadpan humor that delves into the attractive world of capital flight.

Synopsis
In the mid-70s, the regional economy drew a lot of scoundrels into
Uruguay. Institutions were bankrupted; there was a military government; the subversives were behind bars and, for certain sections
of the Brazilian and Argentinian economies with a low reputation,
the Uruguayan financial market seemed like an ideal place to make
money disappear. This is when Humberto Brause begins a meteoric
race in the buying and selling of foreign currency, sponsored by
his own father-in-law, a veteran in the business of capital flight. But
blinded by his excessive ambition, Humberto tramples everything
and everyone in his path until he’s gotten his hands on the family
business and accepts a suspicious assignment: laundering the largest sum of money he has ever seen.

Director’s Bio
Federico Veiroj (Montevideo 1976) is a Uruguayan-Spanish scriptwriter, producer and director. He has
degree in communication from UCUDAL -Catholic University of Uruguay. He attended classes during a
semester for the career of Communication in VCU (Virginia Commonwealth University, USA) in 1998. He
worked at the Spanish Film Library in Madrid for five years. He has been actively writing, producing and
directing short and feature films since 1996. He has co-produced, wrote and directed his first feature film
ACNÉ (2008) premiered at Cannes Directors’ Fortnight in 2008. LA VIDA ÚTIL -A USEFUL LIFE (2010)
premiered at Toronto and San Sebastian Film Festivals, is his second feature film. His third feature film EL
APÓSTATA -THE APOSTATE (2015), was shot in Madrid, was also premiered at Toronto Film Festival in
September 2015, and has obtained the FIPRESCI award as well as a special mention from the Official
Jury at San Sebastian International Film Festival 2015. BELMONTE (2018) premiered at Toronto International Film Festival and San Sebastian Film Festival, is his fourth feature film.

In 2015 his short films and all his feature films were part of a retrospective at the Viennale -Vienna International Film Festival. In May 2016 the Harvard Film Archive also dedicated an exhibition to him,
showing all his films. In September 2017, the Svenska Filminstitutet (Sweden) also dedicated an exhibition
to all his films.
The film ASÍ HABLÓ EL CAMBISTA -THE MONEYCHANGER, 2019 is his fifth feature film as director.

Director’s Notes
I came to know the Uruguayan novel ASÍ HABLÓ EL CAMBISTA (1979) by Juan
Enrique Gruber some time ago in a small library where we held auditions for a TV
series, in a small town in Uruguay. It was full of action, mystery, love and humor, told
through a highly original and lucid character with a very particular vision of the environment, the region and the world. That is why I decided to adapt it into a screenplay
in order to make a film with the same characteristics of the novel.

EL CAMBISTA (THE MONEYCHANGER) was a major challenge for me as a director
because it was the first time I made a script based on a previously existing text. Likewise, it was the first time I embarked myself on such a large-scale production project –
by both the number of actors involved and the re-creation of the era.

I consider that the strength of this story lies in the universal content of its narrative during a time of enormous changes in the region, which is represented through
the entanglements in which our main character, Brause, is involved. Besides, for the
adaptation - together with Arauco Hernández, we have specially developed the main
character´s relationship with his wife, Gudrun, because we considered that the conflicted love story was vital to empathize with our main character – who does not hide
his emotional awkwardness. Another aspect that I consider to be crucial and that generates greater impact in the story is the incidental music, originally composed for the
film, as well as the voice-over, which reveals the mood changes and layers of thought
of the main character.
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